
Glaze & Dry Marinade Bases
Simple blends of spices, herbs and natural flavours that when dusted onto meat, fish or vegetables, rehydrate to 
form a sauce-like sticky glaze with glossy visual appeal. Use these as they are, or as a base for developing your 
own flavour profile with our team. Our mealmaker ‘naturals’ glazes contain No E numbers, No Allergens and 
Nothing Artificial.
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Our ‘Off The Shelf Range’ contains exciting flavours which have been developed and tested by us.  We understand how 
demanding the NPD environment can be - so each of the products below are available as complete mixes ready for immediate 
dispatch.

The ‘Naturals’ Range
These mixes are free from artificial colours & flavours, contain no E numbers and are allergen free. 
Aromatic Thai Glaze Sweet & aromatic with ginger, onion and chilli
Chinese Glaze Deep red in colour, and loaded with aniseed
East Coast Glaze Inspired by the East Coast of America a spicy glaze not for the faint hearted
Fiery Madras Glaze Loaded with coriander, cumin, paprika and ginger
Fresh Mint Glaze A fresh mint taste with a subtle sweetness
Garlic & Rosemary Glaze Sweet & loaded with garlic and a hint of rosemary
Hot & Spicy Glaze Fiery heat, loaded with chillies, garlic and pepper
Mediterranean Glaze A herby blend of basil, coriander and garlic
Piri Piri Glaze A hot and spicy with herbs and a mild chilli taste
Roasted Honey Glaze Sweet honey, with cinnamon, ginger and cloves
Smokey BBQ Glaze Smokey & spiced with chilli, garlic and pepper
Spicy Mexican Glaze Spicy glaze infused with chillies and peppers
Sticky Sweet & Sour Glaze A sweet, zingy tomato glaze with a fruity pineapple twist
Stifado Glaze A gorgeous traditional Greek Casserole
Sweet Italian Glaze Sweet tomato base with Mediterranean herbs
Sweet Red Pepper Glaze Italian themed blend of tomato and red pepper
Texan Glaze All American spicy meat rub
 
Traditional Range
BBQ Glaze A spicy smokey glaze - gives a deep brown colour and a rich BBQ flavour
Cajun Blend An authentic blend from the deep south 
Chinese Glaze A deep red, sweet aniseed glaze
Coconut & Coriander Red Thai A pale orange blend with red peppers and a sweet coconut aroma 
Garden Mint Glaze A delicate taste of fresh sweet mint - a must for all cuts of lamb
Garlic and Wild Rosemary A subtle blend of garlic and wild rosemary
Garlic Butter Glaze Buttery flavour which complements the garlic ideal on mushrooms
Hot and Spicy Glaze Hot & Spicy glaze with visible pepper and chilli pieces
Italian Glaze Sweet tomato base loaded with Mediterranean herbs
Maple Glaze Traditional sweet and sticky maple glaze
Moroccan Glaze Spicy with a hint of apricot
Orange and Herb Glaze Zesty flavours with visual herbs
Pepper Steak Glaze Visual peppers – adds heat to any meat
Pepper, Garlic & Rosemary A tasty & visual sprinkle combination, suitable for use on all types of meat and fish
Piri Piri Glaze Crushed chillies and peppers with fragrant herbs and a refreshing hint of lemon
Red Thai Glaze A pale orange blend with visual red peppers and herbs with coconut & ginger aromas 
Redcurrant & Rosemary Glaze A blend of a subtle fruity taste balanced with lots of visual rosemary
Steakado Glaze Crunchy peppery coater, that is one of our favourites
Sweet Chilli Glaze Sweet with a spicy chilli kick
Tandoori Glaze A delicious deep brown tandoori glaze, a true winter warmer
Tikka Glaze A true taste of India in this delicious traditional tasting tikka glaze

We strive to make our products are as healthy as possible. Log on to our websites for full details

Chinese Glaze
BBQ Glaze
Buffalo Glaze
Hot & Spicy Glaze
Hot & Sour Glaze
Korean BBQ Glaze
Oriental Salt & Chilli Glaze
Piri Piri Glaze

Our ‘Portfolio Box’ contains base mixes that are ideally suited for development into customer flavour 
profiles by our in-house technical team.
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